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ABSTRACT 

 
Background: In this work, the VOC’s (Volatile organic compounds) emanated by fruits (Strawberry) in normal and harmed 

conditions by pesticide research behavior is carried out when being concentrated in 20mL vial inside a camera to a determinate 
temperature and concentration time in order to achieve a thermodynamic equilibrium. Afterwards, the extraction and commute on the 

Electronic nose sensor chamber (E-nose v2.0.) employed to the data acquisition sample and prosecution. This aim of this research is to 

determine the pre-concentration performance when the material has a low VOC’s quantity. Samples were taking from equal 
concentrations on PPM (parts per million) in different temperatures. The components were analyzed principally to observe if they 

brings similar data. (Correlated) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The world depends on boundless degree of its agriculture production supply. The Insects, pests, 

microorganisms and rodents, generate losses up the 50% of production. For years, this aspect has forced to 

employ some techniques to prevent these losses. It is common the use of pesticides, herbicides, insecticides and 

fungicides on agriculture, giving effective treatments but generating some wasting on food, causing human 

health dangerousness. Is imperative to assess food in an effective way through simple methods and 

equipment.[1] 

The pesticides were done to eradicate a huge quantity of non-wished microorganisms to the human, the 

crop and illnesses but, due to the high biological activity and remnants on the environment, it could be a public 

health problem.[2] 

When using an electronic nose composed of gas sensors that change their physical properties depending on 

the environment generating electrical changes that can be interpreted, conditioned and analyzed through a 

computer. It exist many VOC’s extraction methods to take them to the sensors camera, for instance, the 

dynamic and static headspace and desorption thermal techniques. Before acquire each sample signal, it is done 

a treatment to extract parameters and process data. 

 

2. Theorical Framework: 

2.1. Objetives: 

Nowadays, are used methods such as gasses chromatography employing selective sensors to determine 

pesticides but, a low price, accurate and precise alternative is the use of multisensory systems with A.I 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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(artificial intelligence) that allows to determine not just qualitatively the sample concentration. The purpose of 

this work is to enhance the MOS (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) sensibility sensors through the volatiles 

concentration method, static headspace. 

 

2.2. Electronic Nose: 

The Electronic nose comes from the 60’s when Bacharach company Inc., design a device known as 

Sniffer, composed by just one gas sensor, because of that it could not be considered as an electronic nose. On 

the 80’s, two research groups emerged at the Warwick University in Great Britain and the other one from the 

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in the U.S.A. 

The most accurate definition is “an instrument that includes a matrix of chemical sensors with overlapping 

sensitivities and an advanced pattern recognition system, capable of recognizing odors”.[3,4] 

The ESS (Electronic smell systems) imitate the human nose behavior so, a sampling unit that delivers odor 

molecules to a camera with a matrix of sensors, later, the interaction between sensors and volatile compounds 

produces a change in the response of the sensors finally, this change is interpret by a pattern system 

recognizing. The output signals from the sensor array do not provide an odor component spectrum like a gas 

chromatography but odor’s qualities.  

These systems constantly being compared with spectrometers or chromatographs, as these instruments 

once the information we can call data is acquired, this is analyzed and processed by different techniques: [5] 

• Principal Component Analysis 

• PLS 

• Analysis of functional discrimination 

• Cluster Analysis 

•Diffuse logic 

• Neural Networks 

 

Overall the electronic nose is a device composed of four functional stages and it’s represented in the figure 

1. [3] 

• Concentration of volatile 

• Capture volatile 

• Electronic Control 

•Processing.information 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: General schema E-nose 2.0 

 

The electronic nose concept comes from the human nose work method where there is a series of odorant 

receivers comparable with the chemical sensors of a nose camera in which by the hand with a pre-process and 

an intelligent pattern recognition system to identify and classify an odor is alike to the olfactory bulb and the 

human brain working together processing the environment odors. 

 
Table 1: E-nose Sensors 2.0 

Sensor reference Specific use Maker 

TGS-821 Hydrogen FIGARO 

TGS-813 Combustible gases FIGARO 

TGS-832 CFC FIGARO 

TGS-825 Hydrogen sulfate FIGARO 

TGS-880 Smells of food FIGARO 

TGS-822 Organic vapors FIGARO 

TGS-800 Air pollutants FIGARO 
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2.3 Static Headspace: 

Is a simple method, It is usually done manually with a hermetic syringe for gases. For this ending, the 

sample must be hermetic and also must allow to reach a situational thermodynamic equilibrium. The headspace 

sample must be smaller in comparison with headspace total volume, in order to avoid the sampling action of 

changing the characteristics of the sample due to the relatively small volumes obtained in the static sampling. It 

is complex concentrations in the PPM-PPB range or even lower. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Vacuum pump extraction 

 

In figure 3 it can see the pneumatic system circuit of volatiles extraction coupled to the electronic nose. It is 

done the overheating through a heating resistance from the 20mL sample vial with a specific time and 

temperature. When finishing that time, through the vacuum pump, the VOC’s got in the headspace are enclosed 

in the sensor camera to data gathering. 

 

 
Fig. 3: VOC’s Extraction process description 

 

2.4 Principal components analysis (PCA): 

 

This analysis emerged due to the large data quantity obtained when doing a measurement with laboratory 

instruments. On these scientific research analysis is not always the most important information, is the most 

isolated but the interrelation between variables. The greatest disadvantage of this method is that is completely 

linear and its use is not recommendable nonlinear process. In a certain way, it comprises the similar data being 

very relevant to these cases in which the matrix sensor possess a low selectivity. 

 

1. Methods and materials: 

On this research, utilizing a pre-concentration method “static headspace sampling” from multisensory 

system research group, it was acquired from fresh strawberries a sample to a different temperatures 18°C, 37°C, 

50°C, 70°C y 100°C, after that, samples were taken at the same temperatures of strawberry contaminated with 

Niferex 2.5 DP with chlorpyrifos active ingredient commonly used by farmers in this region, prepared with a 

5PPM of this concentration for each sample. This value, is the minimum sensors sensibility type MOS 

submitted by the electronic nose. 

The device used to the volatiles concentration possess a PID configuration control system with temperature 

ranges between 18 y 100°C, it was set for 10 minutes of configuration. Then, the injection was made in the 

sensor camera through a vacuum pump, the volatiles generated were transported into the hermetic closed vial to 

analyze the volatile organic components in gaseous samples in which the VOC’s and semi VOC’s were free. 

In figure 4, the fruits used for laboratory tests. 
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Fig. 4: In study fruit image 

 

To measure this food, it was acquire a common fruit, four data gathering were carried out for each sample. 

Generally speaking, the pesticides commonly used are organochlorine and organophosphorus, which allow the 

excessive pests growth, but on the other hand, not only affect the farmers and consumers health, their remnants 

in farmland generate a disproportion on the environment, the subsoil and the land fertility.[5] 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: E-nose 2.0  

 

 
Fig. 6: Data acquisition  

 

On graphics 6, 7 it is observed the electronic nose response in which its conductance value is graphed over 

the time. The pneumatic system of the electronic nose evidence that it exist three time to the data gathering in a 
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concentration of time from the sample after the data gathering and the last cleaning sensors time. To avoid the 

memory effect on subsequent samples, the cleaning sensors time was extend in order to recuperate it totally and 

to reach the base measure line by cleaning the electronic nose pipelines with synthetic air. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Acquisition of data samples contaminated with pesticide 

 

From the acquired data, the statistical method of analysis of PCA main components with Gmax-Gmin / 

Gmax ratio was performed with data normalization. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Electronic nose data processing 

 

Results: 

From the results obtained, it was decided to use the PCA technique to extract the most significant variables 

and eliminate the variables that do not generate relevant information. The PCA method in which the variance of 

the original parameters, is used to maximize the relevant data and remove all the data near to cero. But is a 

linear method and is not convenient to non-linear methods.[6] 

When having all the data, the analysis of the main components is carried out, in order to determine if there 

is a reparability between the samples for their classification, and if on the contrary, the data analysis is more 

complex, in this research, the use of intelligent identification techniques such as RNA was not deepened. 

The first step on this process is to upload the data on the electronic noise software, the reprocess 

information selection Gmax-Gmin / Gmax, the common method, then, execute the PCA module and upload the 

results showed on next figure. 
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Fig. 9: PCA analysis of the samples obtained.. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Neural network training 

 

In Figure 9, the main components of each measure are located, the c denotes that it is a sample of 

contaminated fruit and the N fruit completely organic under normal conditions. 

The research studies the volatiles behavior that harm fruits emit with relationship to them with are 

completely organic with an electronic nose, but determining the temperature increasing and concentration time 

sample influence. 

The first step is to determine if there is a separability of necessary samples to apply an intelligent techniques 

control for their classification. If the data is mixed, the network should not be trained because there is no clear 

relationship parameter to identify each sample. 

The fundamental aspect is to determine if the volatiles concentration methods are efficient to use it on 

electronic devices that help not just from small and medium farmers, but that allow the future projects 

development dabbling on other study areas such agro-food industry in which the common is to optimize the time 

and consolidating the ESS (Electronic smell systems) like a real quality solution and high efficiency. 

The neural network used will determine three classes of data, what is wanted is a qualitative analysis of the 

sample to determine the presence or absence of contaminants. The training of the algorithm was carried out 

through data. 
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Fig. 11: Neural network training 

 

According to figure 11, the output layer set of the activation functions the procedure deduces that the 

electronic nose can classify the contaminated fruits and the completely organic ones. It were used the Toolbox 

from Matlab pre-set on the electronic nose software which the number of neurons to use, the interaction between 

them and the activation function of each caper is indicated. 
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Conclusions: 

One of the disadvantages of chemical sensors for electronic smell systems is that their response is 

not identical when exposed to identical samples due to a long time of use. Another of the most common 

problems in this type of sensors is their low sensitivity due to limitations in the design of these, but also 

not to perform a good conditioning of the signal which does not allow the correct concentration of the 

sample. 

To increase the sensors sensitivity with MOS technology a static headspace sampling was used, 

which is practical to implement multisensory perception systems. The analyzed samples showed the 

importance of the volatiles concentration system by generating a higher concentration to acquire signals. 

On the other hand, this device is essential to the analysis of substances that emanate lower volatile 

numbers such as milk and water, it is also advisable to be used as thermal desorption.  

The reason for using an electronic nose is that its response time and obtaining results is very fast 

compared to common laboratory techniques such as PCR, presence / absence and plate analysis among 

others. 

A particularly simple method (PCA) was utilized that compresses the redundant data being very 

relevant for cases where the sensor array has a low selectivity, but the analysis showed that there is very 

little difference between samples at temperatures below 70 degrees Celsius, which is why it is 

recommended for future works in this field to exceed this temperature where a greater number of VOC's 

is obtained in the volatile samples. 

The maximum temperature of pre-concentration was 100 ° C, it can be deduced from the results that 

at these temperatures is where the highest amount of volatiles exist and in the analysis a linear 

separability is generated but the conclusion is not exact, there are many variables in each measurement 

including the presence of microorganisms in fruits. 
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